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1 
A corded material (carpet, velvet, etc.,) is com 

prised: essentially by a support or backing of 
woven» textile ?bers and by U-shaped cords 
knotted or-v attached to the backing by textile 
threads. A very common- method consists in 
previously manufacturing. chenilles which. are. 
made up of U-shaped cords-tied together- in a 
straight line by several textile ?bers. The che 
nilles are then ?xed on the backing by a system 
of- textile knots. 

Figure 1 shows a chenille constituted by. 
U-shaped» cords I tied together by textile threads 
2 and 3. - 
Thesev manufacturing methods are veryv slow, 

complicated and require. a. huge amount of 
threadseand-an- important work force. Thusthe 
products are of. ahigh cost. . 
The object of the present. invention is to.obvi-.. 

ate these various, drawbacks. 
It concerns a method for the manufacture of 

materials or similar products, especially carpets, 
in; which the chenille is: ?xed on.its support by 
gluing, which makes it possible to obtain prod 
ucts superiorv to those manufactured at present, 
While allowing a considerable saving in textile 
threads, a.- great simplicity and a high speed of 
manufacture, aswell as an important reduction 
of the necessary work personnel. By an appro 
priate choice of the backing, the strength of the 
product, its soundlessness and its adherence to 
the floor are also increased. . . 
In accordance. with-one type. of embodiment of 

the. invention, the chenilles are attached by. glu-v 
ing to a support or backing. ' 

In. accordance with amodi?cation, the che 
nilles are. themselves. manufactured by gluing, 
before being attached. by.- gluing tothe. support 
or backing. ' . 

The . invention extends 
methods, but also, by way of new industrial prode 
nets, to textileproducts similar. to those obtained 
by previous. methods, such as :chenilles, materials; 
carpets and-such products, ‘ . _ 

The invention also extends to other charace 
teristicsdescribed hereinafter and tov their vari 
ouspossible combinations. 
Products according to, 

method are described by way’ of non-limitative 
examples and with reference to the appended 
drawings wherein: 

Fig. 2 shows a warp and a woof used for the 
manufacture of av chenille in accordancewith 
the invention. 

Fig. 3. is' a view, in perspective; of a’ chenille 
mountedon; a thread; 

Fig. 4 is a view in perspective of- a chenille 
mounted on two threads@ _ r V 

Fig. 5 is a view in- elevation of an apparatus 
for'the ?xation or the‘ chenilles on their» supports. 
A method in accordance with the invention is‘ 

not only to . the above. 

those obtainedpby the. 
method; and. installations. for. carryinaout the: 
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described, hereinunder. byway. of? nonelimitative 
example in- the manufacture of.a.vchenille; by, 
gluing. . Y . . .. . 

A- textile thread. is previously coatedwithrubéee 
bervl'latexl to which: the. appropriate..ingredientsz~. 
for- ivulcanization have been added: for. instance, 
zinc oxide .5, sulphur 2%., accelerator‘. 1%.,.ant1'e-:». 
oxygen 1%,‘with respect toetheerubben. - 
This coating. may also.be.-made with emulsions: 

of polyvinylechlor-ide or. its. copolymers, super: 
polyamides, etc.,_ solutions may.-a1'so:be,use.d1:of;; 
synthetic. resins. of. :various . vkind_s,...or: other a adv... 
hesives, orv these adhesives ..or: melted resins .softe; 

ened or plasticized,etc.,may beused... .' .~ A. grid. or. quadrille; is ....fcrmed;.by;'the super 

position: of a sheet-.of» textilethreads, coated with‘; 
rubber.- base . glues; synthetic. resins, . .etc.,. and: a 
sheet of wool; threads . or. other uncoatedstextilea 
for. formingthe. cords. proper; . By'means; of: a,‘ 
slight pressure, iagsu?icient; g1uing:is.obtained bee. 
tween theacoated: and the uncoatedgthreads. 
Figure 2-; shows ; av ‘schematic; view. of; the- glued; 

canvas:v in accordance with; the invention, (and the threads-.parallelthereto). arethe threads; 

coated with. adhesives,v yy’, (and the threads; 
parallel. thereto)‘ are the. unooated threads: for; 
forming the cords. Once the gluing has been; 
effected, the. threadsgyyf are . cut, at AB,_ A'B’; in 
accordance. with; the; conventional method of. the: 
textile-industry for the, manufacture .of chenilles; 
for sieves. Thezsheet.ofichenillesthus Obtains 
then .goesethrough a?utedcylinder; heated,~,whichl 
bendsz thecordthreads in‘ the shape of a. U. , 
The chenille obtained is schematizedpn Elev 

ure_3; Thethread' (or threads); which are coated, 

which ensures a greater strength. , _ 

By. the same ‘method,..a. chenille may. also. be 
manufactured comprising two; or more coated 
threads. 0I16'.(0I'.t1.1.9; Ones.) F glued inside the-i 

the. other : (QM-them). F‘ outside 
with; glue 5a’, whieh facilitates the’ slums: oi the; 
chenille on; the backing (Figure 4;) e.’ . V 4 
-.T1:1e,;methp.d:a1s0. applies-t0 the: ?xation .bllv 
gluing 0f..th.e.:_Ch,eI1il16§ thusobtainedmr any» 
others, Oriana-supportorbackine- > - .. ~ '1. 

a The chenilles-.thhsused- may bemanufactured: 
as indicated above. They may-alsobemanuface. 
tured, without .5 any; gluingw by. the; conventional 
methods. on the; textile industry; or, any; other: 
method. ' . ‘.1 . . _ 

The..cheni1les:.-are;. generally . coated,. at: their: 
bases, withaiv rubber latex, ‘an; emulsion or:a‘t:s.0...-.s 
lution: of- an .adhesiveor. any.- otherzgluing: agent, 7. 
consistent with‘the- glue and;sup.port adoptedfri. - 
Some particularly advantageous. typesizofc supe 

port or backingaregiven hereinafterby wayfoff 
example. ‘ ' ' ' " ' ' ’ 

(a) A- simple backing woven:lottextilenor-feltt ' 
is‘ coated; or- imp‘regnate’d?evil-1th}‘rubberv ors-sy 
thetic resirr orxany ' other ' gluin'g'rproduct.“ » r " ‘ 
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lb) There may also be used as a backing a 
rubber band, vulcanized or not, loaded or not 
with various textile or non-textile loads or both. 
It is also possible to choose rubber, vulcanized or 
not, reinforced by isolated textile ?bers, or ar 
ranged in parallel sheets, of canvas or material, 
etc. The same combinations may be made with 
any kindsof synthetic resins, polyvinyl chloride 
and their co-polymers, superpolyamides, etc. 
Alternately, it is possible to use more or less ?ex 
ible plates of agglomerates of any kind, such as, 
for instance, those of sawdust, meal, chips or 
wood ?ber, wool or glass ?ber, cork, alpha etc., 
linoleum, dummies, etc. 

- (c) A very important modi?cation consists in 
using as a backing a band of non-vulcanized 
rubber, the composition of which includes a suit 
able proportion (1 to 5% or more) of a substance 
such as diazoaminobenzene which is decomposed 
during the ?nal vulcanization of the ?nished 
material, giving a spongy, ?exible and low den 
sity structure. Finally, such a backing can be 
obtainedin large thicknesses and its compressi 
bllity is a very interesting property for a corded 
material, ' particularly for carpets. With an 
equal thickness, products are thus obtained of an 
unusual lightness and ?exibility and of a very low 
manufacturing. cost. 
~(d) The backing can also consist of spongy 
rubber, so-called sponge rubber, pre-vulcanized. 

(c) It is also possible to choose as a backing, 
synthetic resins or plastic materials made 
spongy by the same method, polyvinyl chloride 
and its co-polymers, superpolyamides etc. 

(I) In the case of the use of these spongy rub 
bers or synthetic resins, it is advantageous, to 
increase the tearing resistance, to reinforce them 
by a material, a canvas, or simply by parallel 
textile ?bers, which are ?xed by gluing, previously 
or during the gluing of the chenilles on the back 
ing. 

(9) For making the backing there may also 
be used ‘any ‘other suitable materials offering the 
necessary'mechanical qualities and capable of 
being glued to the chenilles, such as, for instance, 
agglomerates of silicates or coaltar, of petroleum, 
etc. made of wood meal, wool, cotton. glass ?bers, 
cork, etc. 
The chenilles, arranged parallel and as close 

as desired are glued onto the backing by a slight 
pressure. 
In each case, the glue which is most appro 

priate for the coating of the chenilles and for 
the corresponding backing is used. For instance, 
lit-"is preferable, for gluing the chenilles coated 
with rubber, or with synthetic resins on the back 
ing of a similar nature. to select a glue of the 
same kind. One can also use, however, one or 
several intermediate suitable adhesives. 
Particularly advantageous embodiments of the 

invention are given hereinafter byway of non 
limitative examples: 

(a) Chenilles of the conventional type obtained 
by weaving, and a woven textile backing. 
The bases of the chenilles arranged in sheets 

were coated with rubber latex containing the in 
gredients for vulcanization.’ The backing was 
also coated on one face with the same vulcaniz 
able latex. Before or after drying, the chenilles 
are pressed against the backing to cause the 
gluing. vulcanization is then effected. Wool, 
for instance, stands very well the thermal vul 
canization treatment for the rubber. Thus, the 
?xation of the chenilles on the backing by the 
conventional methods of the textile industry, 
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which is the most costly and slowest part of the 
manufacture of carpets, is avoided. 
By using chenilles made of cord threads of 

different colors, selected and arranged at will, 
as for the conventional carpets, corded materials 
with designs can be obtained. 
The chenilles thus attached to the backing are 

attached more strongly than by the conventional 
method, and the materials manufactured in ac 
cordance with the invention can be out along 
any direction, which is not the case for the con 
ventional chenille materials. 

(b) Chenilles manufactured according to the 
method of the invention and backing of non-vul 
canized rubber. 
On one hand, a mixture of rubber with the 

plasticizer, ?lling, sulphur, zinc oxide, accelera 
tor and anti-oxygen was prepared. It was then 
press rolled to obtain a band, the width of which 
was equal to that desired for the backing. 
On the other hand, the chenilles according to 

the method of the invention were coated, at their 
bases, with a rubber latex of the same kind, 
natural or arti?cial, as that constituting the 
backing. In particular, the latex must contain 
the same accelerator as the backing, for its vul 
canization. 
After drying of the latex, the chenilles, ar 

ranged parallel in sheets, and as close as neces 
sary, were pressed with a slight pressure against 
the backing, which ensured the gluing. Vulcan 
ization was then e?ected. 
One modi?cation consists in coating, on one 

face, the rubber backing with benzol or naphtha 
solvent, which improves its gluing power. The 
chenilles coated with latex and dried, or even un 
coated are strongly glued by simple pressure on 
the backing thus coated. One ends again by a 
vulcanization. 
To the rubber mixture of the backing may be 

added a substance which is decomposed during 
the vulcanization, releasing gases, which produces 
a rubber having a cellular or spongy structure. 

Materials with designs may also be obtained 
as indicated in the above type of embodiment. 

(c) Chenilles manufactured according to the 
method of the invention and a vulcanized rubber 
backing. 
The chenilles were prepared as in the above 

type of embodiment, by impregnation of their 
bases with a vulcanizable latex. 
The backing was made rough, on one face, by 

mechanical abrasion, then coated with a vul 
canizable rubber cement containing a rubber of 
the same kind, and the same vulcanization ac 
celerator as the latex of the chenilles. 
rinated rubber may also be incorporated in this 
cement. 

After part of the solvent of the cement had 
evaporated, the chenilles were ?xed by pressure 
on the face of the backing coated with cement. 
The drying was then effected and the vulcani— 
zation made. Spongy or cellular rubber can al 
so be used as a backing. 

The methods described can be realized on an 
industrial scale with a material suggested by the 
techniques used in the rubber industry ‘for the 
coating of materials and by the weaving industry. 
An apparatus for the gluing of the chenilles 

on their backings is described hereinafter by 
way of example (Figure 5). 
The apparatus comprises: 
A ?uted cylinder 4 for driving the chenilles 

and regulating their spacings. 

Chlo- . 
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Cylinders 5 and 6 for driving and stretching 
the backing. 
A cylinder ‘I and toothed cylinders 8 and 9. 
A free toothed cylinder ID for guiding the ma 

terial. 
A driving cylinder H. 
A tunnel oven l2 for vulcanization. 
The apparatus operates as follows: 
The sheet of chenilles l3 comes from the manu 

facture, the threads being coated with latex as 
indicated in Figure 4. The sheet is driven by 
cylinder 4which, at the same time, regulates the 
spacing of the chenilles. 
The non-vulcanized rubber web forming the 

backing unrolls at IE, it is driven and stretched 
by cylinders 5 and 6. 
The sheet I3 and the backing l5 are applied 

and glued one over the other by means of the 
pressure exerted on cylinder 1 by the toothed 
cylinders 8 and 9. 
The material I6 is guided and driven by the 

cylinders l0 and H inside the tunnel oven l2 
where the vulcanization of the latex is effected. 
The ?nished material I‘! goes out at the end 

of the oven. The tunnel oven 12 may be re 
placed by a stove wherein the material is sus 
pended from horizontal bars. 
Numerous modi?cations may be made to the 

above described examples without exceeding the 
scope of the invention and especially, multiple 
applications of this invention can be devised. 
The invention extends not only to the above 

methods but also by Way of new industrial pro 
ducts, to textile products similar to those ob 
tained by the above methods such as chenilles, 
materials, carpets and the like. 
In the text of the present speci?cation and 

especially when dealing with the threads used 
for the manufacture and/or the ?xation of the 
chenilles, the word “textile" must be understood 
to apply as well to arti?cial textiles such as ar 
ti?cial silk, polyamides, vinylic resins, etc. and 
their likes. 
We claim: 
1. A process of manufacturing fabrics having 

a support backing and upstanding pile compris 
ing forming a ?rst sheet of adhesive coated 
parallel warp threads, placing on the ?rst sheet 
a second sheet of uncoated pile threads parallel 
to each other and transverse to the warp threads, 
pressing the threads of the second sheet against 
the threads of the ?rst sheet to bond them to 
gether, cutting the threads of the second sheet 
between adjacent threads of the ?rst sheet, bend 
ing the cut pile threads into U-shape about the 
warp threads to form a sheet of parallel chenilles 
in which the free ends of all of the pile threads 
extend from the same side of the sheet of chenilles 
and in which the warp threads constitute the 
opposite side and base of the chenilles, coating 
the base of the chenilles with an adhesive and 
contacting the coated base with a support back 
ing to bond the chenilles to the backing. 

2. A process of manufacturing fabrics having 
a support backim; and upstanding pile compris 
ing forming a ?rst" sheet of adhesive coated 
parallel warp threads, placing on the ?rst sheet 
a second sheet of uncoated pile threads parallel 
to each other and transverse to the warp threads, 
pressing the threads of the second sheet against 
the threads of the ?rst sheet to bond them to 
gether, cutting the threads of the second sheet 
between adjacent threads of the ?rst sheet, pass 
ing the sheet of warp threads carrying the cut 
pile threads through grooves in a heated cylinder 
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thereby bending the cut pile threads into U-shape 
about the warp threads to form a sheet of paral 
lel chenilles in which the free ends of all of the 
pile threads extend from the same side of the 
sheet of chenilles and in which the warp threads 
constitute the opposite sides and base of the 
chenilles, coating the base of the chenilles with 
an adhesive and contacting the coated base with 
a support backing to bond the chenilles to the 
backing. 

3. A process according to claim 1 in which the 
adhesive coating the parallel warp threads of 
the ?rst sheet is of a vinyl resin base. 

4. A process of manufacturing fabrics having 
a support backing and upstanding pile compris 
ing forming a ?rst sheet of adhesive coated paral 
lel warp threads, placing on the ?rst sheet a sec 
ond sheet of uncoated pile threads parallel to 
each other and transverse to the warp threads, 
pressing the threads of the second sheet against 
the threads of the ?rst sheet to bond them to 
gether, cutting the threads of the second sheet 
between adjacent threads of the ?rst sheet, bend 
ing the cut pile threads into U-shape about the 
Warp threads to form a sheet of parallel chenilles 
in which the free ends of all of the pile threads 
extend from the same side of the sheet of chenilles 
and in which the warp threads constitute the 
opposite side and base of the chenilles, coating 
the base of the chenilles with an adhesive and 
contacting the coated base with a support back 
ing formed of a sheet of non-vulcanized rubber, 
the surface of which is coated with a softening 
solvent to give it an adhesive power and effective 
ly bond the base of the chenilles to the backing. 

5. A process of manufacturing fabrics having 
a support backing and upstanding pile compris 
ing forming a ?rst sheet of adhesive coated paral 
lel warp threads, placing on the first sheet a 
second sheet of uncoated pile threads parallel to 
each other and transverse to the warp threads, 
pressing the threads of the second sheet against 
the threads of the ?rst sheet to bond them to 
gether, cutting the threads of the second sheet 
between adjacent threads of the ?rst sheet, bend 
ing the cut pile threads into ' U-shape about the 
warp threads to form a sheet of parallel chenilles 
in which the free ends of all of the pile threads 
extend from the same side of the sheet of chenilles 
and in which the warp threads constitute the 
opposite side and base of the chenilles, coating 
the base of the chenilles with an adhesive and 
contacting the coated base with a support back 
ing formed of a sheet of synthetic resin to bond 
the base of the chenilles to the backing. 
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